Introduction

In August 2017, Hurricane Harvey decimated parts of Houston and other coastal Texas cities. As America’s fourth largest city (with a population of approximately 2.3 million\(^1\)), any major storm that strikes Houston is potentially catastrophic. Harvey, a category 4 tropical storm, was not your average storm. Harvey was the largest storm to hit Texas in over 50 years and, over a 24-hour period, dumped more than two feet of rain in Houston. During the three-day downpour, Harvey produced the equivalent of the region’s average annual total rainfall, approximately 51 inches of rain.\(^2\)

This Paper will examine Harvey’s effect on Houston’s housing stock and how the flooding exacerbated housing unaffordability for lower- and middle-income renters and homeowners. While Harvey’s floods damaged commercial properties and roads also flooded, much of the damage toll in Houston—estimated to be as high as $180 billion—involved Houston’s
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\(^*\)My thanks to Monica Kluziak and Lauren Davis for their research assistance with this Paper.


residential housing which has flooded during a “500-year flood” each year since 2014. After discussing the limited stock of affordable housing that existed in Houston before Harvey, the Paper then argues that the flooding, especially in lower- and middle-income residential neighborhoods, is the almost inevitable consequence of lax zoning and pro-developer housing policies. The Paper ends by briefly presenting the housing issues that local, state, and federal officials must now confront in the aftermath of Harvey’s catastrophic flooding.

I. Houston and Housing

A. Houston and Housing Affordability Before the Storm

For years, Houston has been one of the most economically segregated cities in the country. Houston remains economically segregated largely because its politically powerful residents thwart any attempt to place affordable housing units in their neighborhoods. Though Houston was (and


remains) relatively affordable compared to most major U.S. cities, it had an oversupply of vacant luxury apartments pre-Harvey but a relatively small supply of affordable rental housing. As discussed below, Harvey’s flooding further reduced the supply of affordable housing while simultaneously increasing the demand for single-family housing, particularly short-term rental housing.

B. Harvey’s Overall Effect on Housing

Reports indicate that approximately one-third of the Houston housing stock was damaged or destroyed by Harvey’s floods. While the amount of Harvey’s rainfall arguably was unanticipated, little about the flood’s damage to housing is surprising. Houston, one of the fastest growing metropolitan areas in the country, has few zoning regulations and local leaders have virtually ignored the need to engage in meaningful flood control planning. Moreover, damage reports from the flooding reveal that some rental housing, and even some newly constructed owned-occupied housing units, arguably should never have been built.

Notwithstanding federal regulations that ostensibly govern residential construction in high-risk flood areas, Houston developers were allowed to build homes in flood-prone areas, and many of the Harvey-flooded properties were hastily constructed in high-risk flood zones during Houston’s housing
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8. Lise Olsen, Many Homeowners Unaware They Lived in Reservoir ‘Flood Pools,’ HOUSTON CHRON. (Sept. 26, 2017), http://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houston-texas/houston/article/Many-homeowners-unaware-they-lived-in-reservoir-12231188.php [https://perma.cc/HAK5-W5UR] (reporting that many of the homes that flooded during Harvey were located in “flood pools” alongside the Barker and Addicks reservoirs and that engineers debate whether the county should have allowed construction so near the reservoirs in the first place); see Adele Peters, How Houston Can Become More Resilient to Future Floods, FAST COMPANY (August 29, 2017), https://www.fast company.com/40459626/how-houston-can-become-more-resilient-to-future-floods [https://perma.cc/AXX2-59E8] (noting that many low-income apartment complexes were built in floodplains or were built in accordance with outdated floodplain maps); see also Greg Willet, As Many as 43,000 Apartments Appear Off Line in Metro Houston, REALPAGE (Sept. 29, 2017), https://www.realpage.com/mpf-research/many-as-43000-apartments-appear-off-line-metro-houston/ [https://perma.cc/Q2AE-842T] (reporting that many apartments were built in a 100-year-old floodplain).
boom. Some Harvey-damaged homes had already suffered flood damage in one of the three 500-year floods that have hit Houston since 2014. As homes built in a 500-year flood zone have only a .2% chance of flooding in any given year, Harvey’s catastrophic flooding reveals the inadequacies of flood maps and flooding predictions. Moreover, reports now indicate that local leaders and developers manipulated flood zone designations and prevented neighborhoods from being designated as flood zones to make it easier and less costly for developers to build homes on flood plains.

C. Harvey and the Houston Rental Market

Approximately 45% of Houstonians were renters before the storm, and estimates are that approximately 6% of apartments were damaged or destroyed by Harvey. Because less than half of renters had flood insurance, residents who lived in flooded housing had to find ways to replace personal property and potentially had to find replacement housing. Given the limited supply of affordable housing before the storm and the increased demand for rental housing after the storm, renters—especially if they are lower- and middle-income—may face years of housing insecurity.

Immediately after the flooding, some renters did not know whether they could remain in their flooded housing or whether they had the right to vacate flooded housing they viewed as unsafe. That is, some renters who lived in flooded homes that still had water and utilities preferred to remain in their flooded-damaged housing because they knew how challenging it would be to find alternative affordable housing. But because “habitability” is not a

9. Olsen, supra note 8; Schwartz, Glanz & Lehren, supra note 3 (observing that the “surging local economy fuel[ed] demand for new upscale housing” and describing how developers artificially raised the elevation of lots in flood plains such that federal flood-insurance rules did not require purchasers to be notified of the risk).

10. Schwartz, Glanz & Lehren, supra note 3.


12. Schwartz, Glanz & Lehren, supra note 3; Gopal, supra note 3; Pralle, supra note 3 (discussing attempts by officials in New Orleans to prevent a neighborhood from being designated as a high-risk flood zone).


precisely defined term, even tenants who wanted to remain in flooded housing could be forced to move if their landlords deemed the housing to be uninhabitable.\textsuperscript{16}

Conversely, tenants who felt that their housing was unsafe had no legal right to abandon the premises once their landlords deemed the housing to be habitable, even if they lived in housing that had flooded in earlier storms. The uncertainty about their right to vacate ostensibly uninhabitable housing forced some renters to choose between breaching their leases (and paying early termination fees) or remaining in what they viewed as unsafe housing. But even renters who had compassionate and understanding landlords who waived early termination fees could not avoid the fact that Houston has an insufficient supply of affordable rental housing. Thus, tenants who chose (or were forced) to vacate flooded housing had to find additional housing and then gather enough money to pay for security deposits or rental application fees.\textsuperscript{17}

The owners of flood-damaged homes have some control over where they will live and their overall housing costs, especially if they have flood insurance. In contrast, because landlords decide when (or whether) to rebuild damaged rental units and the amount of rent they will charge once the units are repaired, renters do not have the level of housing security that homeowners have. Moreover, given how rental property owners in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas responded to hurricanes Katrina and Rita, Houston renters may face housing insecurity for years. A 2010 HUD study that examined residential housing markets after those hurricanes found that as many as 25\% of residential properties still had “substantial repair needs” five years after the hurricanes and that approximately 17\% remain uninhabitable.\textsuperscript{18}

\textsuperscript{16} KAI\textsc{ser} FAM.\textsc{found.}, supra note 14; Mitch Smith, For Renters, Harvey Was the First Blow, Followed by Orders to Move, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 8, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/08/us/houston-texas-renters-harvey.html [https://perma.cc/7R9S-PTMJ]. See generally Kamarath v. Bennett, 568 S.W.2d 658 (Texas 1978) (discussing the implied warranty of habitability).

\textsuperscript{17} Abigail Hauslohner, Recovering from Harvey When ‘You Already Live a Disaster Every Day of Your Life,’ WASH. POST (Sept. 5, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/recovering-from-harvey-when-you-already-live-a-disaster-every-day-of-your-life/2017/09/05/40a07e10-9247-11e7-8754-d478688d23b4_story.html [https://perma.cc/K79M-6JKX].

D. Harvey’s Effect on Homeowners

Homeowners were particularly hard-hit by Harvey as approximately 55% of the flood-damaged homes were owner-occupied, and damage to rental housing was not as major as damage to owner-occupied housing. After the storm, mortgage loan delinquency rates rose and foreclosures spiked in part because homeowners with outstanding mortgages were still required to make timely loan payments unless they were granted a forbearance period. Homeowners were legally required to make their mortgage payments, even while their homes were repaired and even though they also may have been paying rent for short-term housing.

While homeowners in Houston were more likely to have general insurance or flood insurance than renters, only half appear to have received insurance payments to replace damaged personal property, repair their homes, or pay for short-term rental housing. Homeowners lacked flood insurance for several reasons. Because flood insurance is expensive, some could not afford the monthly premiums. Some homeowners did not purchase flood insurance because of outdated or inaccurate flood zone maps.

Flood insurance is mandatory only if the owner buys property in a designated flood zone. As a result, some homeowners failed to buy insurance because they did not live in a designated flood zone when they bought their homes or were never told that their neighborhoods were prone to flooding. Finally, some homeowners failed to buy flood insurance after they were told (by either developers, realtors, or lenders) that they did not need the insurance, even though they later learned that their homes were in high-risk flooding areas.

Like renters, even insured homeowners now face months and perhaps years of dislocation and disruption. Homeowners with flood insurance were also in limbo in the immediate aftermath of Harvey because adjustors could not timely process the volume of Harvey-related insurance claims to determine how much damage was covered by insurance. Until their claims were processed, homeowners could not decide whether (and to what extent) they could remodel or rebuild or whether they should sell their homes and buy or rent elsewhere. Moreover, since Houston has now had three 500-year storms in three years, even insured homeowners must weigh the costs and benefits of repairing, rebuilding, or moving, since there is no guarantee that another catastrophic flood will not damage their homes before they can finish the current renovations.

E. The Disparate Impact of Harvey on Houston’s Poor and Middle Class

Harvey harmed all income groups. Higher-income neighborhoods in Houston (like The Woodlands) flooded as did virtually all neighborhoods in the popular coastal town of Port Aransas. While upper-income Houstonians
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25. See, e.g., Schwartz, Glanz & Lehren, supra note 3 (“When Esteban and Paola Seañez moved into their home next to Spring Creek in 2015, their mortgage company assured them that the plot was high and dry.”).

26. The dislocation was particularly stressful for homeowners with minor children as they had to either find rental property near their children’s schools, have their children stay with relatives or friends, increase their commutes to take their children to school, or keep their kids out of school. See Afiune, supra note 21. Likewise, homeowners with pets had to find pet-friendly rental housing or find temporary homes for their pets. See id.

27. Kimmelman, supra note 11.

28. See, e.g., Afiune, supra note 21; Gopal, supra note 3.

were harmed by Harvey, lower- and middle-income residents (particularly renters, blacks, and Latinos) were particularly hard hit.

Few lower-income renters had flood insurance. Given this, they had to either use their scarce income or depend on government assistance to replace personal property they lost in the storm. In addition, while all residents reported losing income, lower- and middle-income residents were at a greater risk of losing income because of the increased likelihood that they work on an hourly or contract basis. Workers who could not get to work because their cars flooded, roads were impassable, or because their employers temporarily (or permanently) closed because of Harvey faced greater income insecurity since they would not be paid if they could not physically get to their jobs. Although some workers may have been eligible for FEMA or state unemployment benefits, income interruption—even if caused by a natural disaster—does not legally excuse tenants from paying their rent on time. As a result, even some tenants whose housing did not flood were evicted or fell behind on their rent because of Harvey.\(^{30}\)

The biggest disparity, however, between lower- and upper-income residents was the varying amount of damage to their homes. Lower- and middle-income residents now face greater housing insecurity than higher-income residents, and Harvey had a particularly devastating effect on Houston’s poorest residents. Harvey flooded or damaged 25% of the Houston Housing Authority’s public housing and low-income-housing-tax-credit developments\(^{31}\) and dramatically increased the shortage of affordable rental housing.

Rental prices rose and may remain higher post-Harvey because of the increased demand from displaced tenants, from homeowners who needed temporary rental housing while their flood-damaged homes were being repaired, and from workers who moved to Houston as part of the rebuilding efforts.\(^{32}\) Higher-income homeowners who needed short-term housing easily outbid renters, especially for housing in highly desirable neighborhoods. In addition, higher income residents have the ability to use their disposable income, savings, or insurance payments to pay the fees and higher rents associated with short-term leases.\(^{33}\)
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30. KAISER FAM. FOUND., supra note 14, at 25; Smith, supra note 16.

31. Press Release, HOUS. HOUSING AUTHORITY, Houston Housing Authority, Oklahoma City Housing Collaborate to Creatively Solve Affordable Housing Scarcity (Oct. 31, 2017), http://www.housingforhouston.com/media/52703/ hha%20&%20ocha%20collaborate%20to%20creatively%20solve%20affordable%20housing%20scarcity%20-%20final.pdf [https://perma.cc/ZL9K-52DC]. The HHA provides housing for over 50,000 low-income residents. Id.


33. See Elliott & Sarnoff, supra note 5; Laura Kusisto & Valerie Bauerlein, Before Harvey, Houston Had a Glut of Rentals. Not Any More, WALL STREET J. (Sept. 3, 2017),
Higher-income residents also faced fewer risks to their homes because homes in wealthier Houston neighborhoods were less likely to flood because those neighborhoods typically had better infrastructure and more sophisticated flood planning. Post-Harvey, flood waters receded fairly quickly in higher-income neighborhoods, which meant those homes generally had less mold damage. In contrast, lower-income neighborhoods often had crude flood control systems (sometimes ditches), which overflowed and caused waters to accumulate in the residents’ homes. In addition, lower-income residents were more likely to lose their housing because much of Houston’s affordable and subsidized housing was built in designated flood zones.

Lower-income homeowners who lacked insurance but had outstanding mortgage loans faced a particularly painful dilemma. Uninsured homeowners (like insured owners) were required to repay their mortgage loans unless they were granted a forbearance, even if they could not live in their flood-damaged homes. Unlike insured homeowners, however, uninsured homeowners had to rely on their personal funds to replace household items, make repairs to their homes, pay for short-term rental housing, and remain current on their mortgages. The only realistic option for lower- and middle-income homeowners who could not afford to repair their homes, repay their mortgage loans, and also pay for short-term rental housing was to sell their home—almost always at a loss. While a short sale to a distressed buyer would relieve the owner of the burden of repaying the outstanding mortgage loan, the homeowner would forfeit any equity she had accumulated in her home. Ultimately, Harvey may impose the biggest long-term losses on lower- and middle-income homeowners. Because housing constitutes the vast majority of wealth for middle-income households, Harvey’s floods have likely pushed some middle-income Houstonians out of the middle class. Thus, in addition

https://www.wsj.com/articles/before-harvey-houston-had-a-glut-of-rentals-not-any-more-1504440001; Novak & Rockwell, supra note 32. In addition, some wealthy Houstonians had second homes they could occupy while they waited for their flooded primary residence to be repaired. Id.


36. Id.

37. See, e.g., Gopal, supra note 3.
to their tangible property losses, some middle-income homeowners may never regain the financial stability they lost in the floods.38

F. Recovery Efforts

Despite promises from state and federal officials, housing recovery efforts in Houston have been slow, and elected officials have blamed each other for the delays.39 State and local leaders as well as Harvey victims themselves have almost uniformly criticized the federal government’s relief efforts and have been particularly critical of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), the federal agency responsible for providing temporary financial assistance for citizens or legal residents who need disaster relief.40

Generally speaking, renters can receive financial assistance to pay for at least one month of rental housing and can also apply for a grant to replace essential personal property not covered by flood insurance.42 Homeowners

38. MECHELE DICKERSON, HOMEOWNERSHIP AND AMERICA’S FINANCIAL UNDERCLASS: FLAWED PREMISES, BROKEN PROMISES, NEW PRESCRIPTIONS 27 (2014) (describing the financial security and flexibility provided by homeownership in America).

39. For example, the Texas governor refused the Houston mayor’s request to tap into the state’s multibillion-dollar Rainy Day Fund to help pay for debris removal and cleanup, though he ultimately authorized about $50 million (from a separate fund) to aid in cleanup costs. Kimmelman, supra note 11; Morgan Smith, How Much Has Been Raised for Harvey Relief—and How’s It Being Spent?, TEX. TRIB. (Nov. 28, 2017), https://www.texastribune.org/2017/11/28/how-much-money-going-hurricane-harvey-relief-texas/ [https://perma.cc/3YYW-33LT].

40. Undocumented residents could not apply for FEMA aid because FEMA only provides financial assistance to citizens or legal residents of the United States. FEMA, FACT SHEET: WHAT IS FEMA’S INDIVIDUAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM?, https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1461689021638-cfcfd7f6c263635802fa7a76a19e00ca/FS001_What_is_Individual_Assistance_508.pdf [https://perma.cc/7K4J-6N5Q].


42. News Release, FEMA, Federal Aid Programs for the State of Texas, (Aug. 25, 2017), https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2017/08/25/federal-aid-programs-state-texas [https://perma.cc/34YH-SGNA]. By November 2017, more than 887,000 people requested financial assistance from FEMA, and more than 353,000 of those requests were approved. Elliott, supra note 5. A recent report finds that blacks and lower-income residents were less likely to have their requests approved than higher-income residents. KAISER FAM. FOUND., supra note 14, at 10.
can receive up to three months of rental housing assistance, can apply for
grants to make home repairs and replace household items not covered by
insurance, and can apply for low-interest loans to cover damage to their
homes that are not covered by insurance. Unfortunately, FEMA assistance
has been inadequate and appears to have benefitted some residents more than
others.

More than three months after Harvey hit, nearly half of area residents
reported that they still faced significant financial or housing-related
challenges, including lost income and the inability to repair their homes or
find new housing. Houston residents remained displaced months after
Harvey hit, and some spent Thanksgiving 2017 living in tents, doubling up
with friends or family, or staying in hotels paid for by FEMA vouchers.
Others continued to live in their damaged, often mold-infested, housing
units. Moreover, a recent study reports that white and upper-income
residents whose homes were damaged or destroyed were more likely to
receive assistance from FEMA than black or lower-income residents, even
though the latter groups reported more property damage.

II. Moving Forward After Harvey

Houston’s leaders must find ways to provide more affordable long-term
housing for their lower- and middle-income residents. Even if disaster
recovery efforts had been more successful, lower- and middle-income tenants
would still struggle to find affordable housing, given the affordable housing
shortage that existed pre-Harvey. Harvey exacerbated the housing
unaffordability crisis by destroying affordable housing units and dramatically
increasing the demand for temporary short-term housing. Since most housing
losses were not covered by insurance, the affordable housing crisis will
become particularly acute if landlords choose not to rebuild the flooded

43. FEMA financial assistance can also be used to pay for medical, dental, funeral,
transportation, and other serious disaster-related needs that are not covered by insurance or other
federal, state, and charitable aid programs. FEMA, supra note 42. Renters and homeowners can
borrow up to $200,000 to repair a primary residence and $40,000 to replace damaged personal
property. Id. Despite the availability of FEMA financial assistance, some lower- and middle-income
homeowners (even if they are employed) do not appear to have applied for these loans, and some
may not be able to afford to repay those loans, their outstanding mortgage loans, and their day-to-
day expenses. KAISER FAM. FOUND., supra note 14, at 10, 12.

44. KAISER FAM. FOUND., supra note 14, at 8–9.

45. Elliott, supra note 5; Brandon Formby, Coastal officials Say Feds Failing Harvey Victims
on Short-term Housing, TEX. TRIB. (Nov. 8, 2017), https://www.texastribune.org/2017/11/08/
coastal-texas-officials-say-feds-failing-short-term-housing-harvey-vic/ [https://perma.cc/2XQY-
5DVQ].

46. See e.g., KAISER FAM. FOUND., supra note 14, at 21–22; Formby, supra note 45; Pralle,
 supra note 3; Smith, supra note 39; Ashley Welch, Mold a Serious Health Risk in Wake of Harvey’s
mold-serious-health-risk-in-texas/ [https://perma.cc/ZSA6-KTTD].

47. KAISER FAM. FOUND., supra note 14, at 6, 10, 18–19.
housing units or if they rebuild those units but convert them into higher-priced luxury rental units.\footnote{48}{See Kate Aronoff, \textit{Now Comes the Uncomfortable Question: Who Gets to Rebuild After Harvey}, INTERCEPT (Aug. 20, 2017), https://theintercept.com/2017/08/30/national-flood-insurance-program-harvey-who-gets-to-rebuild/ [https://perma.cc/WKS9-QR3E]; States Buying Up Coastal Properties as Sea Levels Rise and Storms Grow Fiercer, WISC. GAZETTE (Dec. 3, 2015), http://www.wisconsingazette.com/news/environment/states-buying-up-coastal-properties-as-sea-levels-rise-and/article_91e9eb6-18c8-5bc8-867e-604341c29e42.html [https://perma.cc/EWL4-FL72] (discussing efforts to buy homes prone to flooding); Long, supra note 24; see also supra note 33 and accompanying text.}

Though FEMA relief has been slow and at times inadequate, state and federal disaster relief is, by design, limited in scope. That is, federal disaster relief is not designed to replace flood insurance, to make flood victims (whether insured or uninsured, renters or homeowners) whole, or to provide permanent affordable housing. Because southeast Texas will flood again (regardless of current or future flood map designations), Texas politicians and local Houston officials should put plans and policies in place to improve flood planning.

At a minimum, officials must consider whether (and how) to rebuild or move neighborhoods that are in flood-prone areas. Officials must also develop realistic housing development policies that make it harder for high-income residents to prevent developers from siting affordable housing in higher-income and lower-flood-risk areas. Similarly, officials must decide whether some areas (including popular coastlines) should be deemed unbuildable and whether developers should continue to be allowed to build homes on currently undeveloped flood plains or in high-risk flood areas that are not currently designated as such.\footnote{49}{Rice engineering professor Phil Bedient characterized federal flood insurance as “subsidized floodplain development” that allows leaders to apply loose development controls and to avoid investing in flood planning and infrastructure. Kimmelman, supra note 11; see also Ian Bogost, \textit{Houston’s Flood Is a Design Problem}, ATLANTIC, (Aug. 28, 2017), https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2017/08/why-cities-flood/538251/ [https://perma.cc/5L4H-2NC2]; Seth Borenstein, \textit{Houston Drainage Grid ‘So Obsolete It’s Just Unbelievable,’} Associated Press, (Aug. 29, 2017), https://apnews.com/d279b95b3eff430f8bf9c4c2a22fad/Houston-drainage-grid-%27so-obsolete-its-just-unbelievable [https://perma.cc/4LSR-ZPFC]. Fortunately, Harris County (but not the city of Houston) recently approved new flood rules that will require builders to increase elevation for homes in certain areas to decrease the risk of future flooding. Hurley, supra note 23.}

Finally, elected officials should develop a clear process to help renters who choose to remain in a flood-damaged unit the landlord may have deemed uninhabitable and renters who prefer to vacate housing (without incurring termination fees) they deem to be uninhabitable. In addition, local leaders should consider ways to protect employed tenants and homeowners who temporarily cannot afford their rent or mortgage payments because of an income interruption caused by a natural disaster.